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Abstract
Clifford number representation for linear electrodynamics with dyon
sources is considered. Source function for the appropriate system of the
first order equations for electromagnetic field is obtained. The field of an
arbitrary moving point dyon is derived.
1 Introduction
Electrodynamics source function is commonly obtained for the system of second
order wave equations for electromagnetic four-potential. In some cases this
approach is not convenient, in particular, if there is a source with both electric
and magnetic charges or current densities. A Clifford number representation for
Maxwell system of the first order differential equations [1, 2, 3] seems to be the
most convenient for this case.
2 Maxwell equations in Clifford numbers
A Clifford number for space-time can be represented as
C = a1+ cµ b
µ + dµν b
µ
∧ bν
+ fµνρ b
µ
∧ bν ∧ bρ + qµνρσ b
µ
∧ bν ∧ bρ ∧ bσ , (2.1)
where Greek indices take values 0, 1, 2, 3 and bµ are considered as basis vectors
in space-time such that
bµ · bν = 1 gµν , bµ · bν = 1 g
µ
ν = 1 δ
µ
ν , bµ · bν = 1 gµν . (2.2)
Here wedge ∧ denotes the exterior or antisymmetric product in Clifford algebra
bµ ∧ bν ≡ 1
2
(bµ bν − bν bµ) (2.3)
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and dot · denotes the internal or symmetric one (see also [3])
bµ · bν ≡ 1
2
(bµ bν + bν bµ) . (2.4)
For convenience main designations are collected in appendix.
As it is known the basis vectors bµ can be represented with Dirac gamma
matrices (see also [3]). But in the present article I do not use any representation
for the basis vectors because all results do not need that.
Let us consider that C in (2.1) is an invariant geometrical object, i.e. it is
an invariant under transformations for the basis in space-time. In this case the
last term in (2.1) can be represented in the form
qµνρσ b
µ
∧ bν ∧ bρ ∧ bσ = q′
1
4!
εµνρσ b
µ
∧ bν ∧ bρ ∧ bσ , (2.5)
where εµνρσ are components of fully antisymmetric unit four-rank tensor or
pseudoscalar in space-time such that ε0123 =
√
|g| , ε0123 = −
√
|g|−1 for some
determined orientation of coordinate system, g is a determinant of a metric
tensor g ≡ det(gµν) , q′ is a scalar.
Let us introduce the following designation
ı ≡ 1
4!
εµνσρb
µ bν bσ bρ =
1
4!
εµνρσ b
µ
∧ bν ∧ bρ ∧ bσ . (2.6)
Thus the last term of (2.1) is represented as q′ ı . The invariant geometrical
object ı is a coordinate-free form of the unit pseudoscalar. It can be called also
Clifford imaginary unit because ı2 = −1 for any coordinate systems. The use of
ı in the Clifford number representation for electromagnetic field, instead of ı′ =
b0∧b1∧b2∧b3 , is more convenient for general case, in particular, for curvilinear
coordinates or curved space (see my article [3]). It is evident that (ı′)2 = 1/g
(for space-time g < 0 and g = −1 for Cartesian coordinates). Consequently,
ı′ can not be called unit pseudoscalar in general case. If a direction of any
basis vector is changed to opposite one, for example b1 → −b1 , then ı′ → −ı′
but ı is not changed because also εµνσρ → −εµνσρ . There is the relation
ı = ±
√
|g| ı′ .
It is evident that both
bµ ı = −ıbµ (2.7)
and bµ ı′ = −ı′ bµ for any coordinate system.
Let us using also the following designations for basis bivectors:
b i ≡ bi ∧ b0 =⇒ b i · b j = −g00 gij + gi0 gj0 ,
b i · b j ≡ 1 δij =⇒ b i = b0 ∧ bi ,
=⇒ b i = (−g00 gij + gi0 gj0)b j , (2.8)
where Latin indices take values 1, 2, 3 .
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Using (2.6) and (2.8) we have
bi ∧ bj = ε0ijl ıb l , bi ∧ bj = −ε0ijl ıb l , (2.9)
bµ ∧ bν ∧ bρ = −εµνρσ ıbσ . (2.10)
Thus expression (2.1) can be rewritten in the following form:
C = a1+ cµ b
µ + d′i b
i + di′′ ıb i + f
µ
′ ıbµ + q
′
ı . (2.11)
Let us use the following appellations for the terms into (2.11): the first term
is real scalar, the second one is real vector, the third one is real bivector, the
fourth one is imaginary bivector, the fifth one is imaginary vector, and the sixth
one is imaginary scalar.
Let us write also the following useful relations:
b0 · b i = b0 · b i = b0 · b i = b0 · b i = 0 ,
bi ∧ b j = −δij b0 , b0 ∧ b i = bi , bi · b j = −ε0ijk ıbk ,
bi ∧ b j = δji b0 , b0 ∧ b i = −bi , bi · b j = ε0ijk ıbk .
(2.12)
Now let us write the Clifford number form for Maxwell system of equations
[1, 2, 3] with both electric and magnetic four-current densities:
∂ F = −4pi j , (2.13)
where
F =
1
2
Fµν b
µ bν = Ei b
i −Bi ıb i = E− ıB , (2.14)
∂ ≡ bµ ∂µ ≡ bµ ∂
∂xµ
, (2.15)
j ≡ ejµ bµ + mjµ ıbµ = ej+ ımj , (2.16)
where ej and mj are electric and magnetic four-current density, ejµ and mjµ are
their components.
3 Source function
Let us designate space-time points by x , z , where x = {x0, x1, x2, x3} , z =
{z0, z1, z2, z3} .
Let us use the following definition for four-dimensional Dirac delta symbolic
function in any coordinates (such three-dimensional definition is used in book
[4]):
f(z) =
∫
V
f(x− z) ·δ4(x) dx0dx1dx2dx3 =
∫
V
f(x− z) ·δ
4(x)√
|g| d
V , (3.17)
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where dV =
√
|g|dx0dx1dx2dx3 is a four-dimensional volume element and V is
a four-volume including the point z . Here f(x) is a function which is continuous
at the point z . If a discontinuous function at the point z is considered then
definition (3.17) must be modified (see [5]).
Thus the following definition is considered for any coordinates
·δ4(x) = ·δ(x0) ·δ(x1) ·δ(x2) ·δ(x3) , (3.18)
where ·δ(xµ) is one-dimensional delta symbolic function such that
φ(t) =
l2∫
l1
φ(t′ − t) ·δ(t′) dt′ , (3.19)
where l1 < t < l2 .
Let us designate the three-dimensional hypersurface bounding a four-volume
V as Σ and its inside oriented element as dΣ ≡ dΣµ bµ such that
dΣ0 ≡ ±
√
|g|dx1dx2dx3 ,
dΣ1 ≡ ±
√
|g|dx0dx2dx3 ,
dΣ2 ≡ ±
√
|g|dx0dx1dx3 ,
dΣ3 ≡ ±
√
|g|dx0dx1dx2 .
(3.20)
Now let us formulate the following two simple theorems:
Theorem 1 If a vector function S ≡ Sµ bµ , S = S(x) is a particular solution
to the equation
∂ S = − 1 4pi ·δ
4(x)√
|g| , (3.21)
then a particular solution to Maxwell equation (2.13) into the volume V is given
by formula
F(z) =
∫
V
[
S(x− z)∧ ej(x)− ıS(x− z)∧ mj(x)
]
dV . (3.22)
Equation (3.21) can be rewrite also in the form without delta function:


∂ S = 0 for x 6= 0 ,
lim
Σ′→0
∫
Σ′
S(0)dΣ′ = 4pi 1 ,
(3.21′)
where Σ′ is a small hypersurface bounding the point x = 0 and dΣ′ is its
outside oriented surface element.
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Proof. Let us multiply equation (2.13) by S(x−z) from the left. Then the
integration of the result over space-time volume V gives
∫
V
S(x − z)∂ F(x) dV = −4pi
∫
V
S(x − z) j(x) dV . (3.23)
And the integration by parts of the left-hand side in (3.23) gives
−
∫
Σ
S(x−z)bµF(x) dΣµ−
∫
V
{
∂
∂xµ
[
S(x− z)bµ
√
|g|
]}
F(x) dx0dx1dx2dx3
= −4pi
∫
V
S(x− z) j(x) dV . (3.24)
From (3.21) we have
∂ · S = − 1 4pi ·δ
4(x)√
|g| , ∂ ∧ S = 0 . (3.25)
Also
∂
∂xµ
[
bµ
√
|g|
]
= 0 . (3.26)
Because of (3.25) and (3.26) the second integral into left-hand side of (3.24) is
equal to 4piF(z) . Thus we have
F(z) =
∫
V
S(x− z) j(x) dV − 1
4pi
∫
Σ
S(x− z)dΣF(x) . (3.27)
The action of operator ∂ to equation (3.27) and the use (3.21) give
∂ F(z) = −4pi
∫
V
·δ4(x− z)√
|g| j(x) d
V +
∫
Σ
·δ4(x− z)√
|g| dΣF(x) . (3.28)
If z ∈ V and z 6∈ Σ the first term into the right-hand side of (3.28) equals
the right-hand side of equation (2.13) and the second term into the right-hand
side of (3.28) equals 0 (because of z 6∈ Σ). If a particular solution to equation
(2.13) is searched then only the first term into the right-hand side of (3.27) can
be considered. But since electromagnetic field F is bivector one, we must take
the bivector part of the right-hand side into (3.27). Using (2.16) and (2.7) we
finally obtain (3.22) as a particular solution to Maxwell equation (2.13) which
was to be proved.
For the proof we can use also expression (3.21′) instead of expression (3.21).
In this case we must make integration into (3.23) over the volume V′ which is
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the volume V without the small region including the point x = z and bounded
by the small surface Σ′ . Instead of (3.24) we obtain
−
∫
Σ
S(x− z)dΣF(x)−
∫
V′
[∂ S(x − z)]F(x) dV −
∫
Σ′
S(x− z)dΣ′F(x)
= −4pi
∫
V′
S(x− z) j(x) dV . (3.29)
Contracting the surface Σ′ and using (3.21′) we obtain (3.27).
Let us also write formula (3.22) in components:
F(z) =
∫
V
{[
Si ej0 − S0 eji − ε0ijl Sj mjl
]
b i
−
[
S0 mji − Si mj0 − ε0ijl Sj ejl
]
ıb i
}
dV , (3.30)
where Sµ = Sµ(x− z) , ejµ = ejµ(x) , mjµ = mjµ(x) , in general case b = b (x) .
Theorem 2 A relativistic invariant source function for Maxwell equation (2.13)
can be taken in the form
S = −∂ ·δ(xµxµ) . (3.31)
Proof. Let us use an inertial coordinate system for which g00 = −1 , g0i =
0 . Thus xµxµ = −t2+ x2 , where t ≡ x0 , x ≡
√
xixi . (Let us use Gothic letters
for designation three-dimensional quantities.) Then we can write [6, 7]
·δ(xµxµ) = ·δ(−t2 + x2) = ·δ(t2 − x2) = 1
2 x
[·δ(t− x) + ·δ(t+ x)] . (3.32)
Let us substitute (3.31) into the left-hand side of (3.21). Thus we have
∂ S = −∂ ∂ ·δ(xµxµ) = −1 ∂ν∂ν ·δ(xµxµ) . (3.33)
But using (3.32) we have
∂ν∂
ν ·δ(xµxµ) = (−∂0∂0 +∆) 1
2 x
[·δ(t− x) + ·δ(t+ x)]
=
1
2
[·δ(t− x) + ·δ(t+ x)] ∆1
x
= −1
2
[·δ(t− x) + ·δ(t+ x)] 4pi ·δ
3(x)√
|g|
= −4pi ·δ(t) ·δ
3(x)√
|g| = −4pi
·δ4(x)√
|g| . (3.34)
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Thus function (3.31) satisfies equation (3.21) and the assertion is proved.
Using (3.32) we can write the source function in the following expanded
form:
S =
1
2
{
−b
0
x
[
·δ′(t− x) + ·δ′(t+ x)
]
+
x
x3
[·δ(t− x) + ·δ(t+ x)] + x
x2
[
·δ′(t− x)− ·δ′(t+ x)
]}
, (3.35)
where x ≡ xi bi . But we must remember that this expression is obtained for
an inertial coordinate system.
4 Retarded and advanced fields
Realizing the integration over time in formula (3.22) with expression (3.35) we
obtain
F(z) =
1
2
∫
△V
[
x˜
x˜3
∧ (ejret + ejadv) + ı
x˜
x˜3
∧ (mjret + mjadv)
+
(
b0
x˜
+
x˜
x˜2
)
∧ ∂0 ejret + ı
(
b0
x˜
+
x˜
x˜2
)
∧ ∂0 mjret
+
(
b0
x˜
− x˜
x˜2
)
∧ ∂0 ejadv + ı
(
b0
x˜
− x˜
x˜2
)
∧ ∂0 mjadv
]
d△V , (4.36)
where d△V ≡
√
|g| dx1dx2dx3 is a three-dimensional volume element and △V is a
three-volume including the point x , x˜ ≡ bi (xi − zi) , x˜ ≡
√
(xi − zi)(xi − zi) ,
and for a given function j = j(x0, xi) we have jret ≡ j(z0 − x˜, xi) , jadv ≡
j(z0 + x˜, xi) .
Here it must be noted that the retarded current jret is caused by convergent
singular waves ·δ(x0 − z0 + x˜)/x˜2 , ·δ′(x0 − z0 + x˜)/x˜ in source function S(x− z)
(3.35) and the advanced current jadv is caused by divergent singular waves
·δ(x0 − z0 − x˜)/x˜2 , ·δ′(x0 − z0 − x˜)/x˜ . This is easily to understand because
convergent and divergent waves are considered here with respect to a point of
observation z .
5 Field of moving dyon
A current density for moving point dyon in inertial coordinates is
j =
1√
|g| (1
eC + ı mC)
(
b0 + u
)
·δ3
(
x− t(t)) , (5.37)
where eC is an electric charge and mC is a magnetic one, u = ui b
i is a velocity
of the dyon, t(t) = ti(t)b
i is a trajectory of the dyon. Let us designate
x´ = x´i b
i ≡ x− t(t) . (5.38)
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For the velocity we have the following relation:
u =
dt
dt
= −dx´
dt
. (5.39)
Now let us substitute dyon singular current (5.37) and source function (3.35)
into formula (3.22) and then make the integration over a three-dimensional
volume △V . As result we have the following expression for dyon’s field:
F(t, xi) =
1
2
∞∫
−∞
{
(1 eC − ı mC)
[
u∧ b0
x´
(
·δ′(t′ − t− x´) + ·δ′(t′ − t+ x´)
)
+
(
x´∧ b0 + x´∧ u
)(− 1
x´3
(
·δ(t′ − t− x´) + ·δ(t′ − t+ x´)
)
+
1
x´2
(
·δ′(t′ − t− x´)− ·δ′(t′ − t+ x´)
))]}
dt′ , (5.40)
where x´ = x´(t′) , u = u(t′) . (Here for the convenience the variables in formula
(3.22) are changed: x→ x′ , z→ x .)
Realizing the integration over time into (5.40) we must take into account
that the argument of delta function is complicated because of x´ = x´(t′) . For
this case we have the following relations:
l2∫
l1
f(t) ·δ
(
ϕ(t)
)
dt =
∑
s
f(ts)
ϕ′(ts)
, (5.41)
l2∫
l1
f(t) ·δ′
(
ϕ(t)
)
dt =
∑
s
[
f ϕ′′
(ϕ′)3
− f
′
(ϕ′)2
]
t=ts
, (5.42)
where ts is a solution of the equation ϕ(t) = 0 such that l1 < ts < l2 .
Using eC = const and mC = const , after necessary transformations we obtain
F(t, xi) =
1
2
(1 eC − ı mC)
{
[(
x´− x´i ui
)−3 (
1− u2 + x´i u˙i
) (
x´∧ b0 − x´ u∧ b0 − x´∧ u)
− (x´− x´i ui)−2
(
x´ u˙ ∧ b0 + x´∧ u˙
)]
ret
+
[(
x´+ x´i ui
)−3 (
1− u2 + x´i u˙i
) (
x´∧ b0 + x´u ∧ b0 − x´∧ u)
− (x´+ x´i ui)−2
(
x´ u˙ ∧ b0 − x´∧ u˙
)]
adv
}
, (5.43)
where for
[
...
]
ret
we make the substitution t = tr (retarded time) and for[
...
]
adv
we make the substitution t = ta (advanced time). Retarded and ad-
vanced times are obtained from the following equations:
tr − [t− x´(tr)] = 0 , ta − [t+ x´(ta)] = 0 , (5.44)
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u˙ is an acceleration of the dyon such that
u˙ ≡ du
dt
. (5.45)
For the case of mC = 0 and if we obliterate the advanced path in expression
(5.43), it gives the customary retarded field of a moving point electrical charge.
A direct verification of the appropriate filed components gives the complete
agreement with the known classical result for this case [4].
6 Conclusions
Thus I have obtained the source function (3.31) for Maxwell equations (with
electric and magnetic current densities) in Clifford number representation (2.13).
It is essential that the source function has the evident relativistic invariance that
can use also for the case of a noninertial coordinate system or curved space. This
source function include both divergent and convergent singular waves.
I have obtained the three-dimensional integral representation for a particular
solution of (2.13) which includes retarded and advanced parts.
I have obtained the dyon’s field which includes both divergent and convergent
waves. In some problems such representations for particular solution of Maxwell
equations can be helpful (see [8]).
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A Main designations
symbol name appearance
1 generalized unit (2.1)
bµ basis vectors (2.1)
gµν , g metric tensor and its determinant (2.2)
∧ exterior or antisymmetric product (2.3)
· inner or symmetric product (2.4)
εµνρσ fully antisymmetric unit four-rank tensor (2.5)
ı unit pseudoscalar (2.6)
b i basis bivectors (2.8)
F electromagnetic bivector (2.14)
∂ operator of differentiation (2.15)
j electromagnetic four-current density (2.16)
ej, ejµ, mj, mjµ electric and magnetic four-current densities (2.16)
x, z space-time points (3.17)
V, dV four-volume and its element (3.17)
·δ Dirac delta symbolic function (3.18)
Σ; dΣ, dΣµ three-dimensional hypersurface; its element (3.20)
S, Sµ source function (3.21)
x, xi three-dimensional position vector (3.35)
△V, d△V three-volume and its element (4.36)
eC, mC electric and magnetic charges of a dyon (5.37)
t, ti trajectory of the dyon (5.37)
u, ui velocity of the dyon (5.37)
u˙, u˙i acceleration of the dyon (5.45)
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